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Abstract 

This paper describes the construction and organization of a database of speech parameters extracted from a speech database. This 
article intends to inform the community about the existence of this database for future research. The database includes parameters 
extracted from sounds produced by patients distributed among 19 diseases and control subjects. The set of parameters of this 
database consists of the jitter, shimmer, Harmonic to Noise Ratio (HNR), Noise to Harmonic Ratio (NHR), autocorrelation and 
Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) extracted from the sound of sustained vowels /a/, /i/ and /u/ at the high, low and 
normal tones, and a short German sentence. The cured database has a total number of 707 pathological subjects (distributed by the 
various diseases) and 194 control subjects, in a total of 901 subjects.  
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1. Introduction 

A disturbance in voice has implications for a person's social and professional life. In patients with progressive 
pathologies, it is important to have access to a rapid diagnosis so that a better treatment and prognosis is possible [1].  

There are a number of tests like laryngoscopy, endoscopy, stroboscopy or electroglottography, that can be done to 
detect voice-related conditions, but they are invasive and may be uncomfortable for patients, and may even induce 
vomiting and the auditory examination depend on the doctor's experience [2] [3] [4]. 

Vocal acoustic analysis is receiving increasingly attention from scientific researchers as an advantageous 
alternative to diagnose pathologies. Vocal pathologies were the first receiving contributions from the acoustic analysis 
for diagnose pathologies, since vocal apparatus is used to the production of speech and damages can directly interfere 
in the speech quality [4]. 

The acoustic analysis allows to measure acoustic signal properties of a recorded voice, whether it is continuous 
speech or a sustained vowel [4] [5]. This analysis is able to provide the waveform format allowing the evaluation of 
certain characteristics such as frequency disturbance measurements, amplitude disturbance measurements and noise 
parameters. 

In this article, it is described the set of pathologies and parameters. These parameters were extracted from the 
speech of patients with pathologies and speech of the control group. It is also described the organization of the cured 
database. It aims to publicize the availability of the cured database to the scientific community. 

In this work, it is intended to complete the cured database, initiated in a previous research adding more parameters 
and more diseases. This database includes now Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) parameters with 13 
cepstral coefficients, Harmonic to Noise Ratio (HNR), Noise to Harmonic Ratio (NHR), absolute jitter, relative jitter, 
absolute shimmer, relative shimmer, extracted from 9 voice records corresponding to 3 vowels in 3 tones and one 
sentence, for subjects with 19 pathologies, plus the control subjects. 

The database is available in .xls format, through the link: http://www.ipb.pt/~joaopt/ ; menu: products; link: ‘Base 
de Dados Curada de Parâmetros de Fala Patológica’. 

2. Pathologies in the Database 

Lesions in the vocal chords change the process of phonation, since the patterns of vibration during the opening and 
closing phases of the vocal chords are irregular [3]. Taking into account this principle, this database provides 
parameters for the following list of laryngeal diseases: 
• Chronic Laryngitis - corresponds to a persistent inflammation of the laryngeal mucosa, sometimes with many 

years of evolution, usually provoked by repeated acute infections [3]; 
• Dysphonia - is a communication disorder and makes vocal production difficult, with an impediment to voice 

production [2];  
• Vocal Cord Paralysis - occurs when the laryngeal muscles cannot perform their function; paralysis of one of the 

vocal cords or of the two [3]; 
• Tumor of the larynx and hypopharynx – being both a tumor, what distinguishes them is the location, being one in 

the larynx and the other located in the back of the pharynx (hypopharynx) [6];  
• Carcinoma of vocal cords - is a malignant cancer located in the vocal cords;  
• Cysts - situated in the larynx or pharynx;  
• Spasmodic dysphonia - is a neurological disease involving the vocal chords, where the muscles contract in an 

intense and irregular way (spasms), making the voice "tense" and "fragmented", conditioning the quality and 
fluency of the voice [7];  

• Functional dysphonia - derives from the use of voice itself, i.e. when there is a disturbance in vocal behavior [8], 
this disturbance is considered if no anatomic change are known [2];  

• Hyperfunctional dysphonia - occurs when there is excessive involuntary contraction of the phonatory 
musculature as a consequence of inappropriate voice use [9]. Results in an hoarse or strained voice [2]; 

• Hypofunctional dysphonia - there is a weakness in the laryngeal musculature, with incomplete closure of the 
glottis due to weak generalized or laryngeal musculature [10];  
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• Hypotonic dysphonia - occurs when there is a weak intrinsic musculature of the larynx (lack of strength of the 
vocal cords), which usually occurs after long periods of silence, causing a difficult onset of speech, improving as 
one goes about speaking [11]; 

• Psychogenic dysphonia - is a disorder of a psychological nature that is characterized by voice changes without a 
laryngeal structural injury or neurological disease [12];  

• Reinke's edema - causes changes in the elasticity of the vocal folds and as a consequence, the voice becomes 
hoarser, since the space of Reinke is occupied by thick mucus. The space increases and the vocal folds increase 
of thickness and go into the larynx [13] [14]; 

• Fibroma - is a benign tumors located in the throat area. The place where it occurs most is in the vocal cords, since 
it is a disease that arises essentially in people who use their voice very frequently in their daily lives, such as the 
teachers and singers [15]; 

• Granuloma - relatively rare organic affections, which present a well-defined clinical and pathological picture, and 
may sometimes be confused with laryngeal cancer. These are benign tumors that present well-defined granulation 
and are characterized by lesions that generally appear as a localized mass of variable size, whitish, yellowish or 
reddish color [16]; 

• Intubation granuloma - is the same as described previously, but this situation occurs due to long periods of 
intubation, since the orotracheal cannula is supported in the vocal processes of the arytenoid cartilages, exerting 
certain pressure on the mucosa of the region [17]; 

• Laryngeal Dysplasia – consists most in laryngeal and hypopharyngeal cell cancers begin as a pre-cancerous 
condition. Although these cells appear abnormal, they do not resemble cancer cells [6]; 

• Vocal cords polyps - is a non-cancerous mass that arises as a consequence of excessive voice use, chronic allergic 
reactions in the larynx or chronic inhalation of irritants such as industrial pollutants or tobacco. This mass, as a 
rule, dilates during growth, until it is united to the surface by means of a pendulum [18].  
 
This work intends to continue the work started in [19]. In the first work, only the chronic laryngitis subjects were 

included. Now the database was extended with other pathologies listed above, and with additional parameters, 
described below. 

3. Speech Parameters 

The parameters were extracted from speech files from the German Saarbrucken Voice Database (SVD) of the 
sustained speech sounds of vowels /a/, /i/ and /u/ at low, high and normal tones, and from the German sentence "Guten 
Morgen, wie geht es Ihnen?" ("Good morning, how are you?"). Sounds corresponding to the vowels consist of 
sustained speech of the steady state of the respective vowel and tone.  

The SVD database speech signals have a sampling frequency of 50 kHz and a 16-bit resolution. 
Parameters related with the variations of the periodicity such as jitter and shimmer were registered, namely the 

absolute and relative measures of jitter and also the absolute and relative measures of shimmer. The parameters that 
measure the harmonic and anharmonic components were also extracted and registered, namely the harmonic to noise 
ratio (HNR), noise to harmonic ratio (NHR) and Autocorrelation. 

The parameters jitter and shimmer were extracted through the algorithm developed by Teixeira and Gonçalves, 
2016 [20]. The parameters HNR, NHR and Autocorrelation were determined using the algorithm developed by 
Fernandes, 2018 [21] and the studies performed in [22]. For the MFCCs the mfcc Matlab function  [23] was used, 
which returns the coefficients in the Mel Frequency Scale. However, before the extraction of this parameter, it was 
necessary to carry out a signal processing in order to select only the part of the signal where speech occurs. This 
processing was the same as the one used by Fernandes, 2018 [21]. 

3.1. Jitter Parameters 

Jitter is defined as a measure of glottal variation between cycles of vocal cord vibration. Subjects who fail to control 
vocal cord vibration tend to have higher jitter values. Jitter can be measured in four different ways [24]. However, in 
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this work, only two of these forms are used: relative jitter (jitter) and absolute jitter (jitta). The other two measures are 
not used, since previous statistical analysis [2] showed that the relative jitter has similar results. 

Relative jitter (jitter) is the mean absolute difference between the consecutive glottal periods divided by the mean 
period and expressed as a percentage [4].  

Absolute jitter (jitta) is the variation of the glottal period between cycles, that is, the mean absolute difference 
between consecutive periods [4]. 

3.2. Shimmer Parameters 

The shimmer is related to the variation of magnitude along the glottal periods. A reduction in glottal resistance and 
lesions can cause variations in glottal magnitude correlated with air resonance in the vocal tract and noise emission, 
resulting in higher shimmer values. This can be measured in four different ways [24], however, in this work, only two 
will be used, Relative Shimmer (Shim) and Absolute Shimmer (ShdB). The other two measures will not be used, since 
previous statistical analysis [2] showed that the relative shimmer has similar results. 

Relative Shimmer (Shim) is defined as the mean absolute difference between the magnitudes of consecutive 
periods, divided by the mean magnitude, expressed as a percentage [4]. 

Absolute Shimmer (ShdB) is expressed as the peak-to-peak magnitude variation in decibel, i.e. the base 10 
algorithm of the absolute mean of the ratio of magnitude between consecutive periods multiplied by 20. It is expressed 
in decibel [4]. 

3.3. Harmonic Parameters 

The harmonic characteristics of the voice can be measured into three parameters: HNR (Harmonic to Noise Ratio), 
NHR (Noise to Harmonic Ratio) and Autocorrelation. The HNR measures the relationship between harmonic and 
noise components. It provides an indication of overall periodicity of the speech signal by quantifying the relation 
between the periodic component (harmonic part) and aperiodic components (noise). The overall HNR value of a signal 
varies because different vocal tract configurations imply different amplitudes for harmonics. Therefore, different 
vowel can have different HNR. The /u/ vowel has higher frequency components, then, it is expected to have lower 
HNR. Since the HNR is sensitive to the vowel, HNR for different vowels should not be compared.  

HNR is to measure the energy of the first peak of the normalized autocorrelation and consider that this is the energy 
of the harmonic component of the signal, and consider the remaining energy as the noise energy given by the difference 
between 1 and the harmonic energy, as represented in equation 1 [25]. In this equation, H is the harmonic component 
given by the energy of the first peak of the normalized autocorrelation of the signal. The final value of HNR is the 
average HNR along the successive segments. 

 

10( ) 10 log
1

HHNR dB
H

= 
−  

(1) 
 
The NHR tends to be the inverse of the HNR, anyhow once the measure is made at the logarithmic domain (dB), 

their values tend to move in opposite directions but the values are not exactly neither the inverse nor the symmetric, 
because the final measure is an average along the signal [26]. The NHR can be calculated by equation 2. 

 

1NHR Autocorrelation= −

 
(2) 

 
The Autocorrelation function gives a measure of the similar parts of speech repeated along the signal. The higher 

the autocorrelation value, the greater are the repetitions of similar events along the signal [26]. To calculate the 
autocorrelation of a signal it is necessary to multiply the normalized autocorrelation of a segment of the speech signal 
by the normalized autocorrelation of a window (hanning). Therefore, the first peak of the signal segment is considered 
as the autocorrelation. This process is repeated segment by segment until the end of the signal. Finally, the average of 
all autocorrelations of the segments gives the autocorrelation of the signal. 
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this work, only two of these forms are used: relative jitter (jitter) and absolute jitter (jitta). The other two measures are 
not used, since previous statistical analysis [2] showed that the relative jitter has similar results. 

Relative jitter (jitter) is the mean absolute difference between the consecutive glottal periods divided by the mean 
period and expressed as a percentage [4].  

Absolute jitter (jitta) is the variation of the glottal period between cycles, that is, the mean absolute difference 
between consecutive periods [4]. 

3.2. Shimmer Parameters 

The shimmer is related to the variation of magnitude along the glottal periods. A reduction in glottal resistance and 
lesions can cause variations in glottal magnitude correlated with air resonance in the vocal tract and noise emission, 
resulting in higher shimmer values. This can be measured in four different ways [24], however, in this work, only two 
will be used, Relative Shimmer (Shim) and Absolute Shimmer (ShdB). The other two measures will not be used, since 
previous statistical analysis [2] showed that the relative shimmer has similar results. 

Relative Shimmer (Shim) is defined as the mean absolute difference between the magnitudes of consecutive 
periods, divided by the mean magnitude, expressed as a percentage [4]. 

Absolute Shimmer (ShdB) is expressed as the peak-to-peak magnitude variation in decibel, i.e. the base 10 
algorithm of the absolute mean of the ratio of magnitude between consecutive periods multiplied by 20. It is expressed 
in decibel [4]. 

3.3. Harmonic Parameters 

The harmonic characteristics of the voice can be measured into three parameters: HNR (Harmonic to Noise Ratio), 
NHR (Noise to Harmonic Ratio) and Autocorrelation. The HNR measures the relationship between harmonic and 
noise components. It provides an indication of overall periodicity of the speech signal by quantifying the relation 
between the periodic component (harmonic part) and aperiodic components (noise). The overall HNR value of a signal 
varies because different vocal tract configurations imply different amplitudes for harmonics. Therefore, different 
vowel can have different HNR. The /u/ vowel has higher frequency components, then, it is expected to have lower 
HNR. Since the HNR is sensitive to the vowel, HNR for different vowels should not be compared.  

HNR is to measure the energy of the first peak of the normalized autocorrelation and consider that this is the energy 
of the harmonic component of the signal, and consider the remaining energy as the noise energy given by the difference 
between 1 and the harmonic energy, as represented in equation 1 [25]. In this equation, H is the harmonic component 
given by the energy of the first peak of the normalized autocorrelation of the signal. The final value of HNR is the 
average HNR along the successive segments. 

 

10( ) 10 log
1

HHNR dB
H

= 
−  

(1) 
 
The NHR tends to be the inverse of the HNR, anyhow once the measure is made at the logarithmic domain (dB), 

their values tend to move in opposite directions but the values are not exactly neither the inverse nor the symmetric, 
because the final measure is an average along the signal [26]. The NHR can be calculated by equation 2. 

 

1NHR Autocorrelation= −

 
(2) 

 
The Autocorrelation function gives a measure of the similar parts of speech repeated along the signal. The higher 

the autocorrelation value, the greater are the repetitions of similar events along the signal [26]. To calculate the 
autocorrelation of a signal it is necessary to multiply the normalized autocorrelation of a segment of the speech signal 
by the normalized autocorrelation of a window (hanning). Therefore, the first peak of the signal segment is considered 
as the autocorrelation. This process is repeated segment by segment until the end of the signal. Finally, the average of 
all autocorrelations of the segments gives the autocorrelation of the signal. 
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3.4. Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficientes - MFCCs 

The Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) are calculated through the frequency spectrum of small windows 
of the speech signal, which is obtained by the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the signal. In order to obtain an 
approximation of the perception of the human auditory system to the frequencies of sound, the frequency spectrum is 
subjected to a bank of triangular filters, equally spaced in the Mel frequency scale. Through the discrete cosine 
transform applied to the output of the filters the Coefficients in the Mel Frequency are determined. Finally, it is 
necessary to calculate the energy and a factor called the delta. The delta MFCC, and delta2 MFCC intend to represent 
the dynamics of the signal along the time [1] [13]. 

For the extraction of this parameter a pre-processing was done, to select the speech beginning and end, removing 
the initial and final silence parts from the signal. For vowel speech signals the whole sound was considered as only 
one segment. For the speech signals of a sentence the window segments were overlapped in order to get exactly 50 
segments with 35 ms long each. For both cases, the following parameters were used: pre-emphasis coefficient (0.97), 
frequency range to be considered in the analysis [300, 3700], number of filter bank channels (20), number of cepstral 
coefficients (13) and cepstral sine lifter parameter (22). The first MFCC corresponds to the energy of the segment. 

4. Organizations of Cured Database 

The cured database was built taking into account the sounds available in the Saarbrucken Voice Database (SVD). 
19 diseases and control subjects were included in the cured database. It has a total number of samples of 707 

pathological subjects (distributed by the various diseases) and 194 control subjects, and for each subject there is a 
sentence and three vowels /a/, /i/, and /u/, each vowel with three tones: high, low and normal. Table 1 shows the 
various speech pathologies, the number of patients by gender, for each pathology, mean and standard deviation age. 
In the SVD database the number of subjects for some groups, such as control, is greater than the number in table 1, 
since in the SVD database there are subjects who do not have all the sound files that are used. Another reason for this 
difference is due to the fact that there are subjects with more than one pathology and only those with only the pathology 
that identifies them are in the database, i.e. subjects with dysphonia have only dysphonia.  

Table 1 – Groups used for the study, sample size, mean and standard deviation of the ages. 

Test Groups 
Sample size 

Average Ages Standard Deviation Age 
Female Male 

Control 123 71 38,06 14,36 
Dysphonia 40 29 47,38 16,27 

Chronic Laryngitis 16 25 49,69 13,47 
Vocal Cord Paralysis 102 67 57,75 13,77 

Cyst 2 1 47,5 15,56 
Vocal Cords Polyps 10 17 52,28 13,41 

Carcinoma of Vocal Cords 1 18 57,00 6,60 
Laryngeal Tumor 1 3 53,50 8,17 

Granuloma 1 1 44,50 4,50 
Intubation granuloma - 3 53,00 11,22 

Hypopharyngeal Tumor - 5 59,50 9,29 
Fibroma 1 - 46,00 0 

Laryngeal Dysplasia - 1 69,00 0 
Reinke's edema 29 5 56,10 11,37 

Functional Dysphonia 51 24 47,12 14,54 
Hypofunctional Dysphonia 4 8 41,63 15,07 
Hyperfunctional Dysphonia 95 32 42,32 13,62 

Hypotonic Dysphonia - 2 49,50 12,50 
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Psychogenic Dysphonia 38 13 51,40 9,40 
Spasmodic Dysphonia 40 22 57,15 15,75 

Total 554 347 - - 
 
In figure 1 it is possible to observe the distribution of the number of subjects by the different groups to which they 

belong.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1 - Number of individuals in each group 
 
In the cured database there is an initial page containing the identification (id) of each subject, the age, gender, 

characterization group that corresponds to the subject and the abbreviation that is used for this group. In Fig. 2, it is 
possible to observe how this first part is constructed.  

 

 

Fig. 2 – First page of the cured database 

For each group of pathologies there are 3 pages to organize the parameters. In Fig. 3, it can be seen that, for 
example, for the control group of subjects there are 3 pages with different parameters, which will be described next.  
 
 
 

Fig. 3 – Parameter organization for each group of subject  
The first page (Fig 4) of each group includes the parameters: absolute jitter, relative jitter, absolute shimmer, 

relative shimmer, HNR, NHR and Autocorrelation  
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 4 – First page of the group with the set of 7 parameters 
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The second page lists the MFCCs of the recorded sentences, in this case there are 13 cepstral coefficients throughout 
the sentence, making a total of 50 sentence segments. In figure 5, it is possible to observe part of the distribution of 
this parameter. The 13 row contains the 13 MFCC along 50 column for the speech segments along the sentence. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5 – Second page of the group with MFCC of the sentence  
Finally, the third page lists the MFCCs for the vowels. This parameter was also extracted with 13 cepstral 

coefficients presented in the 13 columns, for each vowel and tone (Fig. 6). 
 

Fig. 6 - Third page of the group with 13 MFCC for the vowels 

5. Conclusion 

The paper presents the organization of the database of speech parameters extracted from the German Saarbrucken 
Voice Database for the vowels /a/, /i/ and /u/ spelled at high, low and normal tones and one short sentence, for subjects 
with 19 diseases and control subjects in a total of 901 subjects. 

This database consists of the speech parameters of jitta, jitter, Shim, ShdB, Autocorrelation, HNR, NHR and 
MFCCs extracted by the previously mentioned algorithms of the speech sounds. 

The database created has its organizational structure described in section 3. It is divided into 4 parts, containing the 
characterization of the subject, the parameters of the 3 vowels and 3 tones, the MFCC for the phrase, and the MFCC 
for the vowels and tones. This organization allows easy reading of acoustic parameters for future research. 

The database is available in .xls format, through the link: http://www.ipb.pt/~joaopt/ ; menu: products; link: ‘Base 
de Dados Curada de Parâmetros de Fala Patológica’. 
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